Abstract-Robotic technology is widely spreading into our everyday lives so the social interaction between robots and humans is becoming more important. We believe that the quality of human-robot interaction will determine the effectiveness of the collaboration and in general, the acceptance of robots in the society. With this motivation we propose a more intuitive way of interacting with robotic companions by recognizing human emotions and, on the other side, a methodology to construct a comprehensible way of expressing internal states of machines for human users. The novelty of our model consists in personalization of the emotional expressions for each of the users. The system consists of two parts: learning emotional expressions of humans using ARTMAP neural network and implementation of the personalised emotional model to a humanoid robot. This paper shows the first results based on experiments realized on the humanoid platform Nao. We achieved a personalised emotional behaviour especially useful in the area of social robotics.
INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a new approach to construct an interior cognitive emotional model for humanoid robots. Our motivation can be expressed with the words of Marvin Minsky [1] :"… the question is not whether intelligent machines can have emotions, but whether machines can be intelligent without any emotions." Researchers in different fields of developing technologies consider social and emotional levels of interaction as a critical role in a human's acceptance of and overall experience with any technology. A traditional perspective of emotion is of something that is irrational and detracts from reasoning. However, we agree with researchers [2] who suggest that emotions are an essential part of human intelligence, and play a crucial role in perception, rational decision making, cognitive problem solving, learning and the establishment of social behaviour.
Emotion recognition in human-computer reaction, not only in robotics, is getting more important due to numerous potential applications it has. For example, Canamero in [12] responds to question why computers or robots should have any affective capabilities or features. Salovey and Mayer [17] proposed a model that defines emotional intelligence (EI) as involving the abilities to accurately perceive emotions in oneself and others, use emotions to facilitate thinking, understand emotional meanings, and manage emotions (Fig. 1) . Their definition of EI also shows that emotions can be used to guide logical thinking and goaloriented actions. However, one could argue that different people express their feelings in different ways. The aim of our research is to construct a system that could not only recognize an emotion expressed by a user, but also could tell which user is interacting with the system and adapt its expressions to a concrete user. We show the method to design a personalized emotional expressions that a robot could recognize or/and replicate.
To develop our model, we propose to use a Membershipfunction ARTMAP neural network (NN), a clustering technique with supervision, in order to learn different expressions of emotions from various users. Moreover, this paper seeks to demonstrate the usefulness of our methodology by adapting a model from psychology developed by R. Plutchik [8] . It consists of eight basic emotional states and all other emotions are mixed or derivative states; that is, they occur as combinations, mixtures, or compounds of the primary emotions. Firstly, a database of expressions which describe these primary emotions is constructed, serving as input data for our NN. The system is able to recognize emotional expressions of various users and is transferred to a humanoid robot. Afterwards, the robot is capable to recognize emotional expressions of different users interacting with the robot and also can express its internal state by adopting the emotional expressions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The next Section II.A introduces emotional models for cognitive robots and II.B gives an overview of MF Artmaps in general. Thereafter, the II.C mentions some similar approaches in which ART-like networks are used for emotion recognition technology. Section III presents the details of our methodology as a novel approach. We performed experiments with sensor Kinect and humanoid robots Nao described in Section IV. The concluding remarks are summarized in Section V.
II. MODELLING EMOTIONS

A. Emotional machines in Social robotics
Recent work by Picard [4] has aroused considerable awareness for the role of emotions in human-computer interaction due to numerous potential applications it has such as criminal investigation, sickness diagnosis, Elearning, homecare alerting system, emotion accoutrement, stress detection system or entertainment. The most important motivation for our work was, as said, the increasing interest in social robotics. According to Brooks and Breazeal [9] the ability to recognize, understand, and reason about another's emotional state is an important ability for having a theory of mind about other people, which is considered by many to be a requisite of adult-level social intelligence. Robots or in general, artificial systems, should possess the ability to interpret their interactions with humans, to remember these interactions, and to recall them appropriately as a guide for future behaviour. By allowing robots to behave and interact more socially with and around people, we believe that they will more readily be accepted by non-technical individuals as part of their daily lives and routines. The concept of social robots is not new -the boom started more-less in the nineties. In the last decade, researchers have developed physically embodied mobile robots, such as robotic tour guides, that are meant to interact socially with people.
Minerva
1 was an autonomous robot moving daily through crowds at the Smithsonian's National Museum of American History developed at CMU. It used reinforcement learning to adapt appropriately. Kismet 2 also is a robot whose purpose is to interact with people socially, made in the late 1990s at MIT. Kismet was developed on the model of an infant human, emitting emotional and social behaviour to engage people. It was designed for one to-one communication and its research focused on social interaction based on visual attention. This Breazeal's system used a feedback look of affective perception and affective behaviour in motion or speech to explore social exchanges with humans which she models on those of the caretakerinfant dyad.
Vikia and Valerie 3 are mobile robots designed for social interaction using social cues in speech and movement to create social responses among people. Vikia is a robot with a complex and engaging personality, designed for easy and enjoyable communication. This was made possible through speech and visual recognition, a realistic, developing personality and rich, friendly dialogue and appearance. The experiments conducted on elderly people staying in pensioners' homes and with handicapped children with the Paro 4 seal designed by Shibata (AIST, Japan) have clearly shown that robot companions can bring some moral and psychological comfort to fragile people.
The common goal of these examples of social robots is to overcome the human-robot social barrier. The idea is that communication and interaction should be easy and enjoyable, both for unfamiliar users and trained professionals. Researchers want to construct robots to behave more like people, so that people do not have to behave like robots when they interact with them. Our emotional model can be used for any humanoid-type robot. We believe it could improve the quality of interaction between non-technical individuals and robots.
B. A general description of the MF ARTMAPS
Different types of adaptive resonance theory neural networks (ART NNs) have been developed: the first one by Grossberg [5] was an unsupervised learning system used for categorize binary input patterns (ART-1) and later generalized for both binary and analogue clustering (ART-2). It was biologically inspired, trying to imitate how the brain processes information. Neural networks of type ARTMAP, known also as predictive ART, have supervised learning structure, with ability to self-organize arbitrary mappings from input vectors representing features such as spectral values and terrain variables, to output vectors, representing predictions such as vegetation classes in a remote sensing application. The approaches based on ART or ARTMAP technology are rather flexible and especially suitable for situations when a class consists of various Figure 2 . Plutchik´s emotional wheel [8] .
clusters in the feature space. They have been used in a wide spectrum of application fields, including problems of learning and classification, recognition and prediction. We will use a Membership Function (MF) ARTMAP neural network, firstly presented by Sincak and Hric [14] , [15] . MF ARTMAP calculates the membership function (MF) of the sample from the feature space to the fuzzy class. Many times the training sites produce non-homogeneous training data represented in the feature space as union of clusters in different locations in the feature space. From this perspective the classification approach which uses labelled clustering is the most appropriate way of handling classification task. Sometimes, it is very difficult to decide if a certain point in feature space belongs to a certain class. This happens also in our application of the emotional model construction, where fuzzy approach permits a degree of flexibility for the emotional expressions. Instead of the crisp classifier output we can be more satisfied with outputs based on fuzzy sets and namely on values of membership functions of observed input to fuzzy cluster and fuzzy classes.
C. Similar studies: ARTMAP-like approaches for emotional modelling
There are many studies that use ART-like neural networks for modelling robot's behaviour, many of them for navigation tasks, e.g. obstacle or collision avoidance. However, some applications can be found also in the area of emotional modelling.
For example, in [6] a neural architecture for temporal emotion recognition from image sequences is proposed. Their neural network architecture aims at a framework for emotion recognition based on integrated velocities (amount and direction of motion) in different sectors of a human face using a Cohn-Kanade facial expression database. For each emotion a Fuzzy ARTMAP neural network was trained by incremental learning to classify the feature vectors resulting from the motion processing stage. Single category nodes corresponding to the expected feature representation code the respective emotion classes.
Similar approach was used in [7] . Four physiological signals (EMG, ECG, SC and RSP) were pre-processed through feature reduction before applied into their proposed multi-channel Adaptive Resonance Associative Memory network for multi-channel emotion recognition. The emotional reactions induced were collected by the fourchannel biosensors attached to the subjects' skin.
We will move further to the robotics' area: As Canamero argues in [12] , modelling emotions in autonomous robots offers the additional value of allowing to study how an operationalized model works when embodied in a physical entity with real sensing and actuation capabilities, and embedded in the 'real world'-the same world that we humans inhabit-with which it entertains complex dynamics of interactions.
III. IMPLEMENTATION
As explained before, the focus of this paper is twofold. First, it introduces our original MF Artmap NN for classification of human emotional expressions. Secondly, the emotional model is adopted by a humanoid robot.
We decided to model emotional states for affect recognition and expression from visual signals like body postures in a motion capture system. The main reason is that we do experiments on the humanoid robot Nao, which up to now, does not possess an emotional face. Thus, he expresses the modelled behaviour as anatomically possible bodily expressions. Several studies observed how the whole body expresses emotion, e.g. [10] , [11] . Discriminative features of emotions were found in the whole body posture and its movement quality. Study in [10] analyses correlations between emotion and gesture. For our experimental purposes the analysis of whole-body postures is sufficient and in the future the expression of affective states can be amplified by adding other audio or physiological signals and facial expressions.
Hereby, authors in [17] claim that from an evolutionary standpoint, it was important that people are able to perceive nonverbal emotions not only in themselves, but also in those around them. Perceptual abilities insure smoother interpersonal cooperation by, for example, permitting the monitoring of displeasure. Such skills, as a part of robotic behaviour, should enable it to gauge accurately the affective responses in human users (or, in future maybe other robots) and to choose socially adaptive behaviours in response.
A. Plutchik's emotional model
American psychologist, Robert Plutchik, proposed an emotional model [8] (Fig. 2 ) with belief that a scientific and therapeutically useful understanding of emotions is possible. He uses the term emotion as a single, general term for a group of phenomena. As complex processes with functional value both in communication and in increasing the individual's chances of survival, emotions represent proximate methods to achieve evolutionary fitness. To integrate many of the things known about emotions, he decided that model-making would be useful.
Assuming humans have eight native basic emotions that developed evolutionary, he proposed a model with eight basic emotion dimensions. Following the pattern used in colour theory and research, we can obtain judgments about combinations-the emotions that result when two or more fundamental emotions are combined, in the same way that red and blue make purple.
B. MF/Artmap model construction
Each of the examples in the input space is concentrated in fuzzy clusters. Thus, the input space represents the universe of fuzzy sets. It means that we can calculate the value of the membership function of any sample (example) x from the input space to the concrete fuzzy cluster  A (x) of any specific fuzzy class, where A stands for a fuzzy cluster (or a fuzzy set).
Inputs: Each input pattern is an M-dimensional vector (I1, , , , , IM ) , where each component Ii represents a position of one point of the human body in time. We use Microsoft Kinect sensor device, which features not only a RGB camera but also a depth sensor which provide fullbody 3D motion capture capability. To describe an emotional expression, we use a depth sensor which gives us a 3D description of the motion in time. The basic database consists of various expressions for Plutchik's primary emotions. These expressions can be further easily replicated by a humanoid robot -for our experimental setup we used Nao humanoid robot, which shape, with its 25 degrees of freedom, resembles human's body.
Someone could argue that the learned expressions vary in their length. To handle the time factor, we use a Dynamic Time Warping algorithm (DTW), in general an algorithm for measuring similarity between two sequences which may vary in time or speed. It is based on dynamic programming and extremely powerful in comparing different signals with minimizing their shift or distortion over time. In our previous work [12] we used DTW for verbal command recognition but it is useful also for gesture recognition where each gesture can be of different time. The idea behind the algorithm is to find the minimum area between two gestures, stretching the length of the longer expression. The basic DTW algorithm always compares only two patternsthe reference one and the test one. In this case we use a Multi Pattern Dynamic Time Warping for comparison of several reference patterns simultaneously. In general, it is a method that allows us to find an optimal match between two given sequences (e.g. time series) with certain restrictions, i.e. the sequences are "warped" non-linearly to match each other.
Learning: In general, the network compares the current input with a trained class representation (emotion) using training set. When the network receives a feature vector, it deduces the best-matching category by evaluating a distance measure against all memory category nodes. Based on certain criteria, each new pattern is compared with all of the nodes (categories). Before learning starts, the memory is empty, which means no categories have been yet recorded. With the first pattern to arrive, the first category is created. The created category (which is in fact the pattern itself) is then saved in the memory. When the second pattern reaches the network, a comparison between the arrived pattern and the saved category(s) is established.
The important feature of ARTMAP-like neural network is that if an established category is selected, the category´s representation adapted (position of cluster in feature is relocated) may be adapted using new information from the current input. In case if the current input to neural network does not match with trained data) the NN establishes a new category. Classification. The resulting value of the classification is not a crisp decision on whether the input sample is or not a member of a particular class, but it is a vector of values that describes the degree of membership of this sample to all of the classes.
Fuzzy relation.
As said, our model is based on the assumption that data in feature space are organized in fuzzy clusters. Fuzzy cluster is considered as a fuzzy relation A in multidimensional feature space.
Defined as:
,
where: m is a number of dimensions of the input space; j=1, 2, …, m is an index of the dimension of input space; U = X 1 x X 2 x...x X m represents the input space; n the number of samples in the training set; i = 1, 2, ... , n the index of the current sample; p number of previously formed fuzzy clusters; k = 1,2,…,p index of the current fuzzy cluster. is a value of membership of sample to the fuzzy cluster k; vector is an optional point of the input space and finally, vectors , E k and F k stands for the parameters of the fuzzy cluster k. The vector is the center of the cluster k.
The disadvantage of such defined fuzzy relation is that it can change its shape (size) by parameters only in orthogonal direction-along the dimensions of the input space ( Figure  4 .).
Modified fuzzy relation. The problem can occur when we have more complex shapes of real clusters. In this case the fuzzy relation may: 1. not sufficiently cover the samples which belong to the fuzzy class, or 2. cover even samples which do not belong to the fuzzy cluster. The reason is that the fuzzy relation cannot adapt sufficiently to the training samples.
Thus, we decided to change the previous formula of the fuzzy relation and use a function of a multidimensional Gaussian probability distribution, which is based on the covariance matrix and thus is able to adapt to the shape of the cluster made up from the input patterns. (The values of our fuzzy relation should be within an interval <0.1>, so the part of the formula before the exponent is omitted.)
The shape of the fuzzy relation equation is then: (2) where: Σ is the covariance matrix of input samples in the sdimensional feature space, is a vector of input sample values and the vector of mean values.
Cognitive layer. We propose a new layer to be add to the network that we call Cognitive layer. Here we calculate the similarity between classes according to the similarity of clusters representing each of the classes ( Figure 5 ). To determine the similarity of two clusters belonging to different classes, the Jeffries-Matusita(JM) distance is calculated as follows: (3) where: i, j are class identifiers of compared classes and α stands for Bhattacharyya distance(4) for multidimensional Gaussian distributions. other and which not. The coefficient of similarity (k similaity ) of each of the classes is calculated as follows: (5) where:
is number of clusters of the class i similar to our class j and number of clusters of class I and j, respectively. The coefficient of similarity can be of values from 0 to 1: If = 0 then classes are totally different, if = 1 then classes are identical. Emotional expression meta-knowledge. In general, the MF ARTMAP NN has three phases: during the first one, known as the training phase the basic database of expressions is formed. In the second, testing phase, the emotional expressions can be recognized. Moreover, we have a third phase, in which, using the cognitive layer, the meta-knowledge about the data can be extracted. This means that we can analyse the similarity between each of the clusters and say which of the users express their emotions similarly. For example, the following statement can be deducted: expression of Anger of User A is similar to the expression of Surprise of User B with the value of the coefficient of similarity 0.8.
This coefficient of similarity is fuzzified to simply tell that, for example, class A is very similar/similar/not similar to the class B.
Representation of emotions in MF ARTMAP. As illustrated on Figure 6 ., the inputs are to the input layer are 3D coordinates of body postures in time. For this purposes we use the depth sensor of Microsoft Kinect device. In the second, comparison layer the partial membership functions are obtained and thus, the third, recognition layer contains clusters that represent emotional expression of each of the users. This means that the system adapts to the concrete user interacting with. For example, the system contains training data for expressing basic emotional expressions (joy, trust, fear, surprise, sadness, disgust, anger and anticipation) for user 1 and user 2. These expressions for user 1 and user 2 are not identical, as different people express emotions indifferent ways. The recognition layer has clusters of the basic emotions of the number of users that the system has learned. This is an important feature because it does not only recognize an emotional expression but also it recognizes emotion of the concrete user interacting with. he fourth, mapfield layer makes classes from previous clusters which cluster together basic emotions from different users. In this case we have 8 classes as we have 8 basic emotional states. Our cognitive layer serves for mapping similarities between classes and thus it can give us information which of the users expresses emotions similarly (on Figure 6 . named as Emotional Expression Meta-Knowledge).
Our model contains classes of the 8 basic emotions, but according to Plutchik, all other emotions are varieties of basic emotions. Depression and grief, for instance, are varieties of sadness. Pleasure is a variety of happiness, and horror is a variety of fear. Secondary emotions form by combining varying degrees of basic emotions. Thus, surprise and sadness produce disappointment, while disgust and anger produce contempt. Multiple emotions can produce a single emotion, as well. For instance, anger, love, and fear produce jealousy. In this MF ARTMAP neural network many different emotional states can be produced, simply by overlapping clusters.
Personalization of the model. Blom and Monk define personalization as a process that increases personal relevance to a system by altering distinctiveness of its nature [17] . Studies report that personalization positively impacts human-technology relationships. Thus, in our case, if the system recognizes what emotion stands beside the expressions (body gestures) of a particular user, it can adapt to him/her and a robot can learn these user's expressionstherefore, the user understands robot's expressions of its internal states. This information provides the recognition layer, in which are clusters of emotional states for each of the user. The motivation for this is although human beings share the same mental states, their expressions are different. For example, when humans become angry, some will remain calm, while others may clearly express anger. This means a wide variety of emotional expressions even though the mental state can be the same. Depending on the personality of user is interacting with the system, his/her The degree of membership. From the theory of fuzzy sets, the value zero is used to represent complete nonmembership, the value one is used to represent complete membership, and values in between are used to represent intermediate degrees of membership. In our case, if the degree of membership of new sample is 1, it means that it is identical to some of the samples in database. If a new user demonstrates for example his/her Anger in the exactly same way as a user whose expressions are already involved in the system, the degree of membership of the emotion of the new user to the existing class of Anger is 1. In this case there will be only 1 cluster for both of the users for the emotion of anger. In the opposite case, if the new user expresses his Anger in a totally different way, thus the degree of membership of his/her expression to the existing expression of Anger is 0, two clusters for expressing Anger will exist. Of course, the threshold for decision-making about the similarity is defined (e. g. 0.8).
Mixed emotions. Humans are not likely to feel just one emotion. Utilizing Plutchik's emotion circumplex [8] , illustrated on Figure 2 ., variety of mixed emotions can be formed. Our NN architecture, recognition and in the second phase the robot expression of different emotions is up to some level able by obtaining sufficient (depending on the threshold) degrees of memberships to two or more classes of basic emotions. For example, according to Plutchik, Disappointment rises from combining Surprise and Sadness. Therefore, if the system recognizes at once Surprise and Sadness with a high value of membership, the resulting emotion will be Disappointment. It is an easy way to model number of various emotions without any manual programming.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our emotional model design has two parts: recognizing emotional states of humans and expressing emotions by a robot thus we have experiments to assess how well the Kinect-ARTMAP system learns users' emotions and in the second step, how well humans can recognize emotional expressions by Nao's body postures.
So far we have observed 25 people spontaneously interacting with the robot and recognize what emotions is expressing. We made an experiment comparing humans recognizing general emotions and personalized emotions. By general emotions we mean pre-programmed emotional expressions modelled on robot Nao and by personalised emotions we mean the one for a specific user interacting with the robot. Our hypothesis and the question that we gave to the subjects was the following:
"Is the personalised form of the emotion E better understandable than the pre-programmed form of the emotion E?"
In general, all of the subjects agreed that personalised emotional expressions help them to better understand the robot. Our results showed that the basic emotions of joy ( Figure 9 .), fear (Figure 10 .), anger (Figure 11 .), and sadness are easily recognized in both cases, but mixed emotions are much better recognized when they are personalised. Table 1 . illustrates the results. In the case of pre-programmed mixed emotions we observed that they were often misunderstood and replaced for others (e.g. shame for sadness, curiosity for anticipation).
The "learning human emotional states" phase stands how a system learns to recognize user´s expressions mapped to each of the basic emotions. It is difficult to illustrate motion, sequences in time, although figure 9. shows how 'user 1' demonstrates his expression the depth sensor of Kinect device extracts his body postures in time.
The main advantage of the MF ARTMAP NN classifiers and is their capacity of classifying classes with high intraclass divergence -simply said, one class can consist of more than one fuzzy cluster in the feature space. Moreover, we assume intra-clusters as fuzzy sets and overall classes (fuzzy classes) are considered as the unions of fuzzy clusters. We are able to calculate the membership values of each unknown input to each of fuzzy classes trained in MF-ARTMAP during the training period. If the value of membership to all of the classes is very low, the input does not belong to any of the trained classes. Another advantage of MF ARTMAPs is the inter-class analysis which is very flexible using fuzzy measures and shape adaptation of membership functions of fuzzy classes or better union of fuzzy clusters. The vigilance test is considered equal to the calculation of multidimensional distance between unknown input and existing cluster parameters.
Non-technical individuals reported that including emotional expressions that they understand to the robot´s behaviour contributes in a great rate for their better interaction with a new technology. 
EMOTION ANSWERS (25 subjects) in per cent
V. POSSIBLE SCENARIOS AND FUTURE WORK
The purpose of this paper is to develop a new methodology for the construction of personalized gestures which represent emotional states. In line with this objective, the research has focused on designing an appropriate emotional model that can be used in social robotics.
We presented a modified MF ARTMAP neural network which gives following main advantages:
1. Enables easy personalization of the robot to different users and thus, personalization of emotional expressions facilitates human-robot interaction even for non-technical individuals without any programming knowledge.
2. Easily replicable model from human body to humanoid body mapping 3D points representing position of 25 parts of the human body in time to 25 motors of the Nao humanoid platform that can be used for any robot with a human-like form of body.
3. Overlapped clusters create many types of mixed emotions from basic emotions.
4. If new user starts to interact with the system, his/her emotions are added easily and the network is not learning from beginning, only this specific cluster is added to the original topology.
5. MF ARTMAP provides complex information about the data structure. For example, the cognitive layer provides information about the similarity of clusters. This could serve as a source of information about how different people express their emotions.
6. We see the emotional model as a part of the robot's personality that contributes to its capability of spontaneous behaviour. The application potential is wide. For example, Breazeal [9] illustrates the importance of emotions on the example of a robot that cares for the elderly: He should be able to respond appropriately in times when the patient is showing signs of distress or anxiety. Also, Aldebaran Robotics started a project to empower autistic children with better lives as they believe NAO can make the lives of children with autism spectrum disorders better by helping them achieve more autonomy 5 . This is the first approximation of such a complex system and the future work should expand the model with other verbal and non-verbal clues for recognizing and expressing emotions as they characterized by various physiological and behavioural qualities, including those of movement, posture, voice or facial expression. In the nearest future we plan to perform more experiments with users from different cultural background. We need to expand our database of emotional expressions. We believe that the acceptance of userinterface robots as "social friends" depends on the ability of the user to understand the robot's behaviour−to understand what it is doing and thinking by expressing its internal states which could be also artificial emotions. 5 http://www.aldebaran-robotics.com/en/Projects/autism.html
